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Diamond Lamichhane, an LLM student of UNESCO Madanjeet Singh South
Asian Institute of Advanced Legal and Human Rights Studies (UMSAILS)
LLM Program attended a training program on Youth Capacity building,
entrepreneurial development and peace building proffering the youth from
fundamental changes organized by Republic of Somaliland in association with
Africa Youth Parliament from 21- 25 November 2019
Report:
Somaliland is a sub-Saharan Country located in the Horn of Africa, sharing
boundaries with the Gulf of Aden in the north, Somalia in the east, the federal
republic of Ethiopia, in the South west and the Republic of Djibouti in the
North- West. It has a surface area about the 176,1192.2 squared kilometers and
a coastline which is 850 kilometers long. It lied between Latitudes 8 -degree and
11 degrees 27’ North and Longitudes42- degree 35’ and 49-degree East and has
mountain ranges rising up to 1800 and 2100 meters in the center and in the east
of the country respectively. Somaliland got independencefrom Britain on June
26th 1960. On July 1st 1960, the state of Somaliland united in Somalia, a
territory under a U.N mandatedItalian Trusteeship until that same day, thereby
creating the Somali Republic. The Republic of Somaliland restored its
independence after the total collapse of Somalia on 18th May, 1991 as a result of
the civil war of the late eighties and early nineties. The decision was made by
the congress of council of Clan Elders held in Burao from 27 th April to 15th
May, 1991. It adopted the constitution at 14th June-2001.Constitutionally the
Republic of Somaliland is a democratic country with a Multi-Party System.
Somaliland is located north of the Equator. It is semi-arid. The average daily
temperature ranges from 25-degree to 35-degree. Somaliland consists of three
main topographic zones.
1. A costal Plain(Guban)
2. The costal Range(Oogo)
3. A platatue(Hawd).
The total population of Republic of Somaliland is 3.8 million. The life
expectancy at Birth is Male 48.8 Years and Female 52.0 Years. The republic of
Somaliland has a various Natural Resources. It is rich in minerals and has one
of worlds largest gypsum deposits, Gemstones abundant in Somaliland include
many kinds of Gemstones like Emerald, Sapphire, Ruby,Aquamarine,Opal and
various types of Garnet. There are also industrial minerals in Somaliland such
as iron, ore, titanium, Aluminum, Tungsten, Tin, Galena and other rare earth
metals like Columbite, Tantalite, Molybdenum, and others which are only found
in some places of world. Somaliland Declared themselves to the Somaliland
protectorate on 26th July, 1884. Somaliland recognition is both the long overdue
and essential for the consolidation of the continued peaceful evolution of a
uniquely democratic state within the volatile East-Africa region. The state

building is a product of the internal dynamics of a society which is possible
even in the most precarious socio-economic settings, in other words, a
politically sustainable path of stability and prosperity is the by-product of social
self-path to stability and prosperity is the by-product of socio-self regulation.
Somaliland has pertained the Britain interest on the other side of water to be
fulfilled. Somaliland enjoys all the legal attributes of an independent state. It is
not recognized as such because the International community lacks the political
will. I appeal the world and the countries of Africa to shade the reservation and
recognize Somaliland as an independent state and welcome it as 55 th member
state of the African Union.
The President of Republic of Somaliland H. E. Muse BihiAdhihas invited the
delegates from African Youth Parliament for Afro-Asian forum discussions.
The team consists of 6 delegates from Africa and Asia.
1. Rt.Hon. BamikoleOladeleBabs- Honorable Speaker of AYP
2. Rt. Hon. Melvin SongweShuye- Deputy Speaker of AYP
3. Rt. Hon.OlanrewajuOloja – Project Plan commissioner of AYP
4. Rt. Hon. OmsalmaAbusin- Country Representative of Sudan of AYP
5. Rt.Hon. Abdrizak Yusuf Danaakil- Country Represntative of Republic of
Somaliland of AYP
6. Rt. Hon. Diamond Lamichhane- Ambassador to Asia- AYP-Security
Advisor of AYP
African Youth Parliament was established at 2003 for the betterment of the
African countries and is form for the common front with democratic forces for
the attainment of socio- Economic advancement of African People. Convinced
of the needs no carry forward the noble task of liberating the people form all
forms of exploitation and oppression, Guided by the principles of democracy,
the universal declaration of human rights,and the Africa charter on human and
people’s rights. A forum known as the African Youth Parliament with acronym
AYP is hereby established by the 54 member’s countries. It headquarters is
based on Nigeria.
The visit to Republic of Somaliland was targeted to be an Afro-Asian
discussion Investment Forum. It was a Diplomatic high level delegates visit
with the Excellences, Honorable and Think Tank of Somaliland. The visit was
confined with the present of H.E vice-presidentAbdirahmanAbdilahiSayelici ,
Minster of Constitutional Affairs and Parliamentary- Hon. Mohamed Haji
AdanElmi, Ministry of Interior affairs- Hon. Mohamed Kahin
Ahmed
,
Minister of Youth and Sports- Hon. Boos Mire Mohamaad, Minister of
Transportation and Road Development Hon. AbdilahiAbokor, Ministry of
Telecommunication and Technology- Hon. AbdiwaliAbdulahi Minister of
Public Work and Housing- Hon. AbdirashidQuambi, Minister of Religion

affairs Hon. Khalil Abdihalhi, Minister of Investment Promotion- Hon.
Mohamed Awad and Hargesia Mayor- Hon. AbdirahamanAidid. The visit was
from 21 November to 26 November. The African Youth Parliament made an
amendment to the constitution in heart of beautiful city Hargeisa, Somaliland.
This visited tried to cover the various prudential aspects to coverage the
common global causes for world peace, harmony, humanity and sustainable
development. The major topics discussed was the ladder of the World
development to One World. The target of African Youth Parliament is for a
seeing of Africa with One Africa, No Loss of Human lives and settlement of
proper civilization. The discussion tried to cover the issues regarding the
poverty eradication, women empowerment, suicide prevention, territorial
protection, youths empowerment with various programs and trainings,
economic growth, manage the natural resources, Environmentalprotection and
conservation, Rule of Law, Minerals Exploration, Exparting Minerals, AntiTerrorist youths, Cultural and heritage protection, joint program for Afro-Asian
development. It also aims to make a solidarity, make a youth empowerment,
foreign investment, activities to promote peace to world, creation of Action
Plan- 2020 for the protection of Human Rights, Child Right Protection, Laws
formation regarding the child marriage, enhance the economic and political
situation, create the high no. of employment of youths in the respective country,
make a configuration plan for the problem of migration reduction, form youth
council and organize the international discussion, workshops, and needed plans
accord to the time and topics regarding the common need of Asia and Africa.
It focuses the youths to be gathered together for Youth Inclusion. It has termed
a vision to achieve the SDG’s goals for better world.
This visit was a landmark visit to the cooperation and harmonization of the
World representing Asia. African Youth Parliament Appointed Ambassador
Hon. Amb. Diamond Lamichhane to represent the Asia in the interest to meet
the goal of African Youth Parliament. It Tried to gather the Asian Continent to
be a partner to the Afro-Asian Council under the chairman ship of Rt.Hon.
Speaker of African Youth Parliament. This Afro-Asian Visit is focusing to the

The republic of Somaliland has been a Peace Land State among the Africa
Union. All the people are living with peace, humanity and dignity. Government
has also been encouraging the people with fullest to the support. They are rich
in their culture, tradition, and diversity for a warm hospitality.
As this Afro-Asian discussion forum has tried to made a recognition to Asia that
Republic of Somaliland is different to Somalia. Somaliland is a great in its
culture, diversity and love to the hospitality of guests. Also, the Government of

Somaliland has encouraged the foreign investor to make investment with the no
tax provision. Government has also been emphasizing a lot of struggle for its
statehood recognition by its brotherhoods. A number of Multilateral and
Bilateral donors do continue to play some role in Somaliland. However, lack of
state recognition means that, unlike in most other developing countries,
International community influence has not taken the form of Somaliland
government. Those donors that have continued to to engage in Somaliland have
often been forced to do so in creative way. This visit was been focused to
compare the problems and solve with common issues with the strategically plan
and policies for knowing the culture, religion, understanding the people with the
naked eyes. The visit to Republic of Somaliland will change the perspective of
the people who ever gets into the land of peaceful Somaliland.
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Picture 1 – Cultural Hat Exchange between Nepal and Nigeria.

Picture 2- Delegation team with the H.E. Vice President of Republic Of
Somaliland

Picture 3- Delegation team of Afro- Asian Discussion Forum , 2019

Picture 4 – African Youth Delegation team with the people of Republic of
Somaliland.

Picture 4- APY team with the Honorable Ministers OF Republic of
Somaliland.

Picture 5- AYP team attending the Conference Conference with the legal
policies formation of Republic of Somaliland.

Picture 6- Historical Monuments of Somaliland preserved in Hargesia
Cultural Center.

Picture 7- Farewell party to the delegation organized by Hon. Ministers of
Republic of Somaliland

Picture 8- Paper presentation by the Think Tank of Republic of Somaliland

Picture 9- Award distribution to the honorable for his/her contribution with OutStanding Award.

Picture 10- Meeting with the H.E. Vice President- for the discussion with the
Afro-Asian Investment to the Land of Republic of Somaliland.

